Interactive Dialogue 6:
A strengthened global partnership for realizing the post-2015 development agenda
Statement from Ranja Sengupta, Third World Network & AP-RCEM

Thank you, Co-Chair. My name is Ranja Sengupta and I speak here on behalf of Third World Network, and the Asia Pacific Regional Civil Society Engagement Mechanism (AP-RCEM).

• The lesson from the MDGs is the sheer failure of MDG 8 that remains significantly responsible for the “unfinished business” of the MDGs and the larger set of commitments and programmes adopted at the UN.

• Today, to be able to deliver all MOI of the 2030 Agenda for implementing the SDGs, a global partnership led by governments, and supported by all of us, must be founded on justice, ensure both equality and equity, and be inclusive.

• A few key points:

• First; there have been two important breakthroughs in this Agenda. The first is the Technology Facilitation Mechanism. But for it to work, Member States must not shy away from addressing crucial issues such as intellectual property rights that can be a barrier to technology transfer and innovation.

• The second breakthrough is a dedicated review forum for financing for development and the MOI of the 2030 Agenda. Monitoring and accountability were the achilles heel of MDG 8. This review forum must be given enough strength and clarity so it can ensure all MOI are delivered on and all partners deliver what they commit honestly and transparently.

• Second, the global partnership must begin to act right now, especially in the two major negotiations coming up; in Paris on climate change and in the WTO Nairobi Ministerial. We call upon our governments, especially in developed countries, not to create barriers to talks on key issues spanning the 3 pillars of sustainable development that critically impact our lives, livelihoods, food security, access to services, and the environment.

• Third, the global partnership has to show the willingness to use MOI instruments even if not specifically included in the 2030 Agenda, including but not limited to those outlined in the FFD process and other global agreements, if they are necessary for implementation of the SDGs. Governments must, For example, address widespread concerns related to FTAs and Investment treaties which are threatening “policy space” worldwide, as policy space is in target 17.15; or use public food stockholding as needed for meeting Goal 2; or regulate the private sector’s activities which conflict with SDG goals and targets.

• Finally, target 17.14 is about the important principle of policy coherence. Governments must not follow policies that are inconsistent with their commitments here, either nationally or globally. Policy coherence will also need the actions of the partnership to be underpinned by globally agreed binding human rights, in particular extra territorial obligations in all spheres of MOI including trade, finance, technology, and systemic issues. This will be key to the delivery of the 2030 Agenda.

Thank you.
Remarks by Larry Attree, Head of Policy, Saferworld at the UN Sustainable Development Summit 2015 during
‘Interactive Dialogue 5 – Building effective, accountable and inclusive institutions to achieve sustainable
development’

Your excellencies, honoured delegates,

Conflict and violence are high and rising. 2014 was the deadliest year since 1989. It witnessed six more
armed conflicts than 2013. One in every 122 of the world’s people is now a refugee.

Pakistan hosts over 2.5 million refugees; Turkey has 1.6 million. Lebanon now hosts more than 1 refugee for
every 4 residents. Algeria, Ethiopia and Chad each host double the number of refugees as France or the UK.

Conflict is a cancer with no place in a healthy world. It affects us all wherever it occurs, but worst of all it
affects and traps the poorest and most vulnerable.

In peaceful, wealthy nations, the public reads these headlines and fears the growing instability. People’s
compassion has prompted a reaction to the crisis. But this reaction has remained shallow and short term.
Minor adjustments to national interests, a slight increase in refugee quotas, occasional interventionism,
militarism. As the media peddles a relentless narrative of fear, we hear that terror requires us to forget what
we know about what causes conflict. In the face of violence, we witness the reinforcement of strongmen and
their police and armies, while civil society space shrinks around the world. We see a world of nations acting in
the individual, short term interest and not the collective, human interest.

But this model of security cannot stand. Leaders need to focus not only on the symptoms but on the causes of
the problem. The destructive force of violence has not provided a solution to the problems of Iraq, Libya,
Somalia, Afghanistan, Yemen, South Sudan, Mali. Their people cry out for us to heed the lessons painfully
learnt by past generations: that violence, corruption, injustice and authoritarian rule beget suffering and
instability that only peacemaking tools can overcome. Those suffering people, and all of us, need a
generational vision that speaks to the roots of our deepest problems.

This is why Agenda 2030 has potential. Freedom to speak out, the right to participate in decision making,
action on corruption and the flow of dirty money away from those who need it, access to justice and legal
identity, a commitment to end violence, action on inequality, in every walk of public life, for every person –
most importantly, for the world’s women. These are the priorities people have told us about when asked what
kind of world they want their children to live in. They need peace as they need clean air, water and food.

For the world’s nations to hear them, and to commit to building more peaceful, just and inclusive societies, as
enshrined in Goal 16 and across the 2030 Agenda – well, this took a lot of effort. For defining a holistic,
preventative peace agenda as an integral part of development and sustainability, I would like to congratulate
not only those who championed this - so many worked for this across government and civil society from every
corner of the world – but also those who were open about their misgivings, and who worked painstakingly to
articulate an agenda that all nations could agree on. This agreement has never been more desperately
needed.

But let us remember that we haven’t achieved anything yet. We need four things:

1 **Flexibility** – to define the priorities in each context, we need open and inclusive consultations where we
keep listening to the people, including the most marginalised.

2 **Unflinching support** – To build bridges and find alternatives to conflict and violence that put people first. To
generate the data on these sensitive topics that matches the ambition of the agenda. We want all
stakeholders to make public their plans to move ahead on Agenda 2030 in the next 180 days.
3 **Integrity** – to make difficult changes for the common good even if this affects the profits, the popularity, the privileges of the few. To accept the voice and verdict of the public as the very first measure of the progress we have promised to deliver.

4 **Togetherness** - the house of multilateralism must be a home in which the world’s people live in safety. They have nowhere else to go. Divided against itself, the house of multilateralism cannot stand. We cannot afford for nations to come together here only to compete each at the expense of the other. We cannot afford for development ministries to espouse motherhood and apple pie while our foreign and defence policies focus on maximising arms sales and our corporations evade taxes and abuse the environment. Nor can we afford to go on promoting prosperity at the expense of equality at the expense of sustainability at the expense of peace. All countries now need to contribute to a coherent agenda, where development simultaneously advances equality, sustainability, prosperity and peace. This agenda is not about one agency, one issue or cynical national interests. It is about what we can achieve together when we focus on the common good.

More than these four things, we need to get to work. Saferworld and many civil society organisations like us are with you, ready to galvanise political commitment, to help produce the data we need, to engage with and strengthen communities on the ground, to support lessons sharing. We pledge our efforts to help get peace, participation, people’s security, gender equality, justice and integrity to come alive with and through your institutions.

Thank you.